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GLOBAL  

 The Brent crude oil price fell below $80 per barrel for the first time since September 2010. 

The latest price decline is attributed to comments from the Kuwaiti Oil Minister Ali Al-

Omair that the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) will not cut its 

collective output when it meets in Vienna on 27th November. While OPEC members Libya, 

Venezuala and Ecuador have called for output cuts Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, which both 

have larger reserves and lower costs of production, have been more reluctant to curtail 

supply. Kuwait, which produced 2.85 million barrels a day in October plans to increase its 

daily production to 4 million barrels by 2020 according to Al-Omair. Tim Evans an energy 

analyst at Citi Futures Perspective reports: “The evidence is abundant that OPEC needs to 

take oil off the market to support prices but there’s no evidence that they are going to 

take the action needed to accomplish the task.” 

 

NORTH AMERICA  

 US non-farm payrolls increased in October by 214,000 below September’s upwardly revised 

figure of 265,000 and below the 235,000 consensus forecast. However, the figure remains 

impressive exceeding the 200,000 threshold for a ninth straight month. The unemployment 

rate meanwhile fell from 5.9% to 5.8% the lowest in six years. Government payrolls 

increased by 5,000 which although a modest increase indicates that the protracted period 

of job-cutting in the public sector is over. Average hourly earnings increased by just 0.1% 

month-on-month an improvement on September’s flat reading but below the 0.2% 

consensus forecast while on a year-on-year basis earnings increased by a modest 2.0% 

unchanged from the previous month. Despite soft earnings growth the labour market slack 

continues to diminish and likely to keep the Fed on track for its first interest rate hike in 

the middle of next year. 

 The National Federation of Independent Businesses (NFIB) US small business optimism index 

increased from 95.3 in September to 96.1 in October. The improvement is attributed to a 

rise in the percentage of business owners who plan to increase capital spending, to 26% the 

second highest reading since early 2008. The percentage reporting job openings increased 

sharply from 21% to 24%. NFIB economist William Dunkelberg confirmed that “Historically, 

readings this high only occurred in periods of strong growth.” The pick-up in small business 



 

 

optimism, which tends to lag larger businesses, indicates a broadening in the economic 

recovery. 

 

CHINA 

 China’s industrial production growth slowed from 8.0% year-on-year in September to 7.7% in 

October the second weakest reading since 2009 and below the 8.0% consensus forecast. 

Other sectors also slowed by more than expected: Fixed asset investment growth decreased 

to 15.9% below the 16.0% consensus forecast and retail sales grew by 11.5% also below the 

forecast of 11.6%. In its attempt to rebalance the economy from being production-based to 

consumer-based the government is refraining from launching broad-based monetary 

stimulus. However, authorities are nonetheless initiating targeted stimulus: The National 

Development and Reform Commission, China’s main economic planning body, last week 

accelerated its approval for $113 billion worth of infrastructure projects comprising 16 

railways and 5 airports.  

 China’s consumer price inflation (CPI) remained at 1.6% year-on-year in October unchanged 

from September’s level and the lowest in six years. Slowing economic momentum and 

excessive domestic over-capacity pose rising disinflationary risks. Producer price inflation 

(PPI) decelerated further from -1.8% to -2.2% worse than the -2.0% consensus forecast. The 

inflation data opens up the prospect of monetary easing. While authorities remain intent on 

avoiding broad-based monetary stimulus it is likely that the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) 

will eventually capitulate. The PBOC is likely to cut its benchmark interest rate by 50-100 

basis points over the next two quarters although the catalyst is more likely to be slowing 

GDP growth than disinflation. 

 

JAPAN  

 Japan’s Cabinet Office Economy Watchers Survey (EWS) sentiment index fell from 47.4 in 

September to 44.0 in October marking the third straight reading below the key 50 level 

which demarcates expansion from contraction. All sub-indices declined including the 

household index from 46.7 to 42.3, the business index from 47.9 to 46.2 due to weakness in 

both manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors, and the employment index from 51.2 

to 50.0 suffering its five consecutive monthly drop. The expectations index which projects 

conditions two-to-three months ahead fell for a fifth straight month from 48.7 to 46.6. 

Although making for bleak reading the data was collected prior to the Bank of Japan’s 

monetary policy easing on 31st October. Since then the yen has depreciated by a significant 

margin and share prices have risen strongly. The October sentiment index is therefore 



 

 

expected to mark the bottom and likely to recover sharply in the months ahead reflecting 

the rapid improvement in market conditions.  

 The Bank of Japan (BOJ) is targeting a consumer price inflation (CPI) rate of 2% in order to 

bring an end to the economy’s decade-long deflationary spiral. However, a rise in CPI needs 

to be accompanied by improvements in the real purchasing power of households in order to 

qualify as a “stable” price rise. While corporate profits have increased to record highs as a 

result of the BOJ’s quantitative easing and yen depreciation it is not yet certain if these 

bumper profits will trickle down via increased wages. The lower the breakeven-sales ratio 

of a company the less prone it will be to a slight decline in sales and therefore the more 

willing to increase wages. Encouragingly the breakeven-sales ratio has reduced significantly 

over the past year to its lowest levels in at least 30 years among larger companies and to 

20-year lows among small- and mid-sized companies, which bodes well for wage increases. 

Scheduled pay for full-time workers increased in September by 0.7% year-on-year up from 

June’s level of 0.5%, marking the highest growth since November 2000 and is likely to show 

further acceleration in the months ahead. 

 

EUROPE 

 Eurozone industrial production increased in September by 0.6% month-on-month below the 

0.7% consensus forecast and insufficient to make up for the sharp -1.6% decline in August. 

For the quarter ended September industrial production fell by -0.5% quarter-on-quarter 

Capital goods production increased by 2.9% on the month partially reversing the previous 

month’s -4.5% fall. However, consumer goods production continued to deteriorate, durable 

consumer goods by -2.6% and non-durable goods by -0.9% reflecting continued weakness in 

household demand. Among individual countries industrial production fell on a year-on-year 

basis in all cases except for Spain. The data confirms the negative readings from recent 

purchasing managers’ reports and European Commission surveys, all signaling continued 

stagnation in Eurozone GDP.  

 

UNITED KINGDOM 

 UK payrolls increased in the three months to end September by 112,000 below the 125,000 

consensus forecast and the unemployment rate held steady at 6.0% versus the consensus 

forecast decline to 5.9%. However, other indicators suggest a tightening in the labour 

market: The annual rate of growth in average weekly earnings increased from 0.9% in 

August to 1.4% in September above the prevailing rate of inflation. Survey data signals a 

further pick-up in earnings growth in the months ahead pointing to a decline in labour 



 

 

market slack. An improving labour market outlook should bring forward the date of the first 

interest rate hike, expected to be in the second quarter 2015.  

 The Bank of England (BOE) Inflation Report forecasts UK GDP growth of 2.9% in 2015 and 

2.6% in 2016, above the respective consensus forecasts of 2.6% and 2.3%. The report 

estimates spare capacity in the economy remains at around 1% of GDP which suggests 

continued “slack” in the labour market. The BOE also projects consumer price inflation will 

fall below 1% over the next six months and will take three years to return to the central 

bank’s 2% target. However, inflationary pressures could build-up more rapidly than 

expected if productivity improvements fail to match the current recovery in wage growth, 

which in turn would necessitate the interest rate tightening cycle to be brought forward. 

 

FAR EAST AND EMERGING MARKETS  

 After cutting its benchmark interest rate in August and in October the Bank of Korea (BOK) 

as expected kept the rate unchanged at 2.0% at its November policy setting meeting. GDP 

growth should achieve 4.0% in 2015 according to consensus forecast helped by 

accommodative fiscal and monetary policy. At the same time the output gap between the 

economy’s full capacity and actual capacity utilization still remains negative according to 

the BOK suggesting that any hike in interest rates will only be gradual. In the accompanying 

statement the central bank governor indicated he was in no hurry to normalize rates and 

would not necessarily be compelled to follow the US Fed’s lead. The outlook for sustained 

low interest rates in a context of robust economic growth should bode well for South 

Korea’s equity market. 

 India’s consumer price inflation (CPI) fell sharply from 6.5% year-on-year in September to 

5.5% in October and substantially lower than its July level of 8.0%. Food inflation has fallen 

to 5.8% from 9.1% just three months ago while energy prices have also fallen lower in 

response to weaker global commodity prices. Encouragingly, core CPI excluding food and 

energy also dropped by a similar degree from 7.4% in July to 5.9% in October suggesting a 

broad-based disinflationary trend. The benign inflationary outlook is helped by considerable 

excess capacity and assisted by the new government’s policies aimed at deregulating the 

economy. The improving inflation trajectory bodes well for monetary policy with 

economists forecasting interest rate cuts of between 50-100 basis points in the first half of 

2015. 

 Nigeria’s currency has been under significant pressure as a result of the rapid decline in the 

oil price which has fallen over 30% in the past four months. Nigeria derives around 95% of 

its export revenue and 80% of its fiscal revenue from oil and gas. Meanwhile upcoming 

general elections in February 2015 are clouding the country’s overall risk outlook, further 



 

 

exacerbated by ethnic-religious tensions and the security threat posed by Boko Haram. The 

Nigerian naira has in the past two weeks fallen around 5% against the US dollar from 163/$ 

to 171/$ sparking fears that the currency may enter a steep decline or central bank 

devaluation. Although the central bank has so far remained committed to defending the 

currency the next monetary policy committee meeting on 24-25 November will be watched 

closely for any hint of devaluation. A currency devaluation would prevent a further 

significant loss of foreign exchange reserves.  

 

SOUTH AFRICA 

 Manufacturing output increased in September by 4.0% month-on-month building on the 2.6% 

increase in August and well ahead of the 1.9% consensus forecast. The improvement was 

broad-based across different sectors although the food and beverage sector was especially 

strong with an increase of 7.1% on the month. On a year-on-year basis manufacturing 

output increased 8.0% compared with -1.0% in August although the amplified annual growth 

rate is attributed to the strike-induced low base established in September last year. The 

outlook for manufacturing is improving with the diminishing risk of further labour-related 

disruptions. While domestic demand and demand from key European export markets 

remains weak demand from the rest of Africa continues to grow strongly. The rest of Africa 

now accounts for around a fifth of SA’s manufacturing exports.   

 After four straight months of decline mining output rebounded in September with a year-

on-year increase of 5.3%. The production increase was driven by improvement in all four 

major mineral resources including gold, coal, platinum group metals (PGM) and iron ore. 

Iron ore production increased 38.3% on the year and coal output by 7.7%. While PGM and 

gold suffered declines of -17.6% and -0.6% the pace of decline was substantially less than in 

previous months. The overall data is encouraging, signaling relatively strong growth in the 

near-term especially if PGM production can resume pre-strike levels.  

 SA’s retail sales grew in September by 2.3% year-on-year building on the 2.0% increase in 

August. The best performing retail sectors were hardware and paint up 6.1%, 

pharmaceuticals and cosmetics up 4.6%, and furniture and appliances with a gain of 3.6%. 

Hardware has done consistently well over the past few months in response to the rebound 

in the construction industry and residential property market. The recovery in furniture sales 

is attributed to the very low base which resulted from two years of especially weak 

demand. Clothing sales unexpectedly declined -0.6% marking the second fall in three years, 

blamed on weak household credit extension in particular the fall in unsecured lending.  

 



 

 

KEY MARKET INDICATORS (YEAR TO DATE % ) 

JSE All Share  +9.37 

JSE Fini 15  +21.25 

JSE Indi 25  +13.10 

JSE Resi 20  - 5.47 

R/$   - 7.57 

R/€   +3.63 

R/£   - 1.76 

S&P 500  +10.33 

Nikkei   +6.76 

Hang Seng  +3.06 

FTSE 100  - 1.68 

DAX   - 3.18 

CAC 40   - 2.51 

MSCI Emerging  - 0.99 

MSCI World  +3.32 

 

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

 The US dollar has regained the key $/€ 1.30 level versus the euro suggesting a reversal in 

the dollar’s weakening trend. The yen remains above the key $/¥106 level signalling a 

continuation in the yen’s long-term weakening trend.  

 

 The rand remains below successive support levels suggesting a continuation in the rand’s 

depreciation. A break below the R/$ 10.50 level is needed to signal a disruption of the 

depreciation trend line which has been in place since 2011. A break above the key 

“Fibonacci” level of R/$ 11.44 would open a further sharp depreciation in the rand to the 

R/$ 12.00 level.  



 

 

 

 The US 30-year Treasury yield is out of its bear market and has broken below the “head and 

shoulders” neckline at 3.29% targeting a further decline to 3.11% and 2.80%. At 2.80% the 

market would retrace the entire bear move post the Fed’s 2013 “taper statement.” There 

is unlikely to be a major bear trend in bonds as the deleveraging phase is still in its early 

stages. 

 

 The benchmark R186 SA Gilt yield has resumed its bull trend breaking below key resistance 

at 8.15% and 8.0% targeting a low of 7.80%. 

 

 The MSCI World Equity index is in the 5th and final wave of a rising-wedge formation. A 

rising-wedge formation is a typical trend-ending signal. European equities are set to 

outperform US markets. The Nikkei exhibits the most bullish pattern.   

 

 Since the 1950s the Dow Jones and S&P 500 have displayed 7-year up-cycles and the top of 

the current cycle can be expected in the next few months. The next major wave down will 

complete the 16-17 year secular bear market that started in 2000. The secular bottom 

should occur around June 2016.  

 

 The V-shaped recovery in the S&P 500 is a sign of aggressive investor appetite. However, 

the pattern of successive higher lows in place since 2012 was broken in October with a 

lower low at 1,820. Additionally, market breadth is on the decline with the equity advance 

supported by a diminishing number of heavyweight stocks, which constitutes a major 

warning signal. A fall in the S&P 500 index below the latest low of 1,820 would provide 

confirmation that a bear market is underway. 

 

 The Coppock Curve is a long-term momentum indicator with an excellent track record in 

identifying major market bottoms. It shows that the March 2009 low was a long-term low 

unlikely to be broken. 

 

 The Brent crude has broken below key support at $90 and $80 suggesting a continuation of 

the weakening long-term trend to targets of $75 and $71. Copper is regarded a reliable lead 

indicator for industrial commodity prices and barometer of global economic growth. It has 

broken below key support of $7,000 suggesting a downside move to the 2011 low of $6,500.   

 

 Despite recent advances Gold is in a protracted bear market signaled by rapid declines 

through successive support levels at $1400, $1300 and $1250. The next target is $1100.   

 

 The All Share index is testing a key support level which has held consistently since 2011. 

However, if the support at 49,000 breaks the All Share index will target the 43,400 level. 



 

 

 

BOTTOM LINE 

 In its latest monthly forecasting report, the New York based Jerome Levy Forecasting 

Centre (JLFC) attributes a 65% probability of a worldwide recession by the end of 2015. This 

forecast runs counter to the consensus view that the current expansion is far from ending. 

 The JLFC is concerned at the continued high level of balance sheet excesses in the US and 

many advanced economies, making these economies vulnerable to renewed financial crisis.  

 Policy makers are poorly equipped to address the potential financial crisis due to already 

ultra-low interest rates and expanded central bank balance sheets. Historically low 

inflation rates risk tipping into deflationary spirals in many parts of the world.  

 Although growing its GDP at an enviable annualised rate of 3.5% the US is facing risks of its 

own. Exports comprise 13% of GDP the highest ratio on record making the US more 

dependent than ever on external demand. Similarly US companies are sourcing the largest 

proportion ever of their earnings from overseas markets. The US economy is increasingly 

vulnerable to external shocks. 

 Meanwhile, US household spending patterns are more vulnerable than usual to a “bear” 

market in equities. The ratio of equity holdings as a percentage of household disposable 

income is at its highest on record besides the year 2000 at the peak of the dot.com bubble, 

 The JLFC was founded by Jerome Levy who famously called the October crash of 1929. The 

company in 2007 stood almost alone in predicting the sub-prime mortgage market collapse 

which precipitated the 2008/09 Global Financial Crisis.  

 

 

 


